MARKETS MOVE.

JigsawMobile

So should you.

Introducing JigsawMobile™ ‒ a secure trading, market data and news terminal that
enables you to operate on ﬁnancial markets in real-time via your mobile phone.

Access all the information you need through your mobile phone –
ANYTIME and ANYWHERE.
JigsawMobile communicates with servers that monitor the ﬁnancial markets 24 hours a day, seven days a
week to provide accurate and timely prices, news, alerts and charts to the JigsawMobile thin client application.
Trading functionality is also available. The JigsawMobile data validation system ensures that the information you
receive is reliable. JigsawMobile is unique in its ability to support content from any source ‒ with no limit on the
amount of data that can be supported. Additionally, JigsawMobile may be personalised to suit individual user
requirements.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
✦ COMPREHENSIVE FUNCTIONALITY
✦ Intuitive user interface
✦ Reliable, dynamic data displays
✦ Quote details, market depth
✦ User-deﬁned portfolio
✦ Charts ‒ professional level
✦ Trading functionality
✦ Alerts monitor
✦ News headlines and news stories
✦ News search
✦ Over-the-air upgrade mechanism
✦ OPEN CONTENT
✦ Data source is conﬁgurable ‒ e.g. vendor
feed, trading system, corporate data
✦ Application content can be branded using
corporate logos, colour schemes, layouts
✦ Data refresh rates can be conﬁgured
✦ PERSONALISE FOR INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS
✦ Customisable look and feel ‒ colours, font size
✦ Flexible data content ‒ user deﬁned quote
lists, limit alerts, news alerts, charts
✦ Conﬁgurable update rates ‒ user deﬁnable
refresh rates e.g. 1/3/5/20 seconds

✦ ROBUST SOLUTIONS FOR MARKET PROFESSIONALS
✦ Professional charting includes dynamic intra-day

and historical charts, technical analysis, studies,
indicators, and moving average displays
✦ Data validation system ‒ ensures that users

can rely on data viewed
✦ SSL (Secure Socket Layer) available for providing

a secure trading environment
✦ Ability to send orders and monitor positions

in real-time via your mobile phone

✦ CARRIER NETWORKS SUPPORTED (JAPAN)
✦ NTT DoCoMo (FOMA)
✦ au by KDDI (CDMA 1X WIN)
✦ SoftBank (3G)
✦ WILLCOM (AIR-EDGE)

✦ MOBILE SOFTWARE PLATFORMS SUPPORTED
✦ Java™ ‒ MIDP, JSCL, DoJa and DoJa LE
✦ BREW®

✦ FIND OUT MORE
✦ Contact Orchid Technology for more information:

sales@ortech.co.jp
(81)3 3560 1585
http://jigsawmobile.com

All proprietary and intellectual property rights related to Jigsaw products are owned by Orchid Technology K.K.

